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4.8.2 - Electronic Control Units (ECU) - Pages 226-227

What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

To modify the rules to be current with technology available and used.
The current rule is outdated and the intention is there but not executed properly.
The way the rule is worded contradicts itself.

Proposed Amendment
The following is specific to Group 2 (cars and motorcycles) that allow EFI in class regulations.
ECU will be ANDRA approved. ECUs and dataloggers (if separate) are able to be viewed at any time by ANDRA.
Any type of traction control or slew rate ignition control (Mechanical or Electrical) is prohibited.
All ECUs must use a MAP sensor that is locked out and calibrated (Non adjustable).
Closed loop functions allowed, except for the use of traction control or slew rate ignition.
Relative controls allowed, except for the use of traction control or slew rate ignition.
Every function/ closed loop targets need to be pre-set prior to run and not adjustable by driver.
Any data from accelerometers, motion detectors, vehicle speed sensors and suspension travel sensors are to used for logging
only and not any functions.
Wiring of any sensor or output should be able to verified against ECU software or use of a multi meter.
Note: Street registered vehicles built after December 2012 will require ESC (Electronic Stability Control) fitted as mandatory
under ADR (Australian Design Rules), Vehicles meeting this requirement will be acceptable in ANDRA street classes not
exceeding 10.00 seconds (1/4 mile or equivalent). Vehicles meeting these requirements will not be considered to have and
performance advantage over vehicles that do not have ESC as standard.

Classes Effected

Group 2 where EFI is allowed.
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

Not a safety rule.

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?
Allows rule to be understood easier and brings them in line with current technology.
Alot of functions that you do use are actually closed loop and most are not just limited to a EFI system. For example
boost control and fuel corrections. Even OEM ecus are constantly do this.
Allowing reactive funtions allows you to use engine protection or vehicle protection features.
For example a boost cut, limiting the engine if oil or fuel pressure drops, applying limits if transmission has an issue.
And rpm based shifts or functions. As long as it is all preset before a run it really gives you no gain in performance.
And also not just limited to EFI.
And and ECU is the data logger these days so everything runs to it. Why i referenced the speed sensors etc. as a
data only channel and allow them to be run for ecu. Saves you wasting money having an add on data looger system.
Also saves on wiring.
Removal of the wiring requirements - Every other motor sport a harness is allowed to be done properly. The wires are
encased in a covering. This manages the wiring harness but also makes it look neat and provide mechanical
protection. You can still see where the loom goes and bell the wires out. This is the Same for MAP having to be in a
separate loom. The whole tune of an engine relies on this sensor, if the sensor is locked out and calibrated there is
no need for it to be separate, no one is going to mess with it.

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

Set a standard that is relevant for current technologies.
It doesn't just need to be a Group 2 rule it can be a general rule for all classes. Also apply to any
modules not just EFI.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?

The only difference between EFI and the other forms of injection is how the fuel is controlled.
You can use an EFI ECU and just not use the fuel injection. There are modules available that do
just this like the Haltech VMS. Also there is always still the options of having multiple modules
that achieve the same outcome.

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.

With ANDRA having the right to access to datalogs and the configuration files it can be easily
seen what is used to operate the car and check that no traction functions are being used.
And class rules can be updated where this is applicable.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.

No extra cost.
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